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Objectives
• Gain an understanding of the Florida’s B.E.S.T.
Standards for 6-12 Mathematics
• Benchmark language, examples and clarifications
• Horizontal and vertical progressions
• Appendices
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Current Instructional Design

Standard

Content

Instruction
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B.E.S.T. Instructional Design
Benchmark
Standard
(Content)

Benchmark

Instruction
Instruction

Benchmark
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B.E.S.T. Standards for 6-12 Mathematics:
Benchmark Language, Examples &
Clarifications
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Progression of Strands
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Intentional Benchmark Language
Current Language

B.E.S.T. Language

• “the” standard algorithm
• “shapes”, “objects”,
“figures”
• Dot plot
• “line of best fit”
• “use formulas” for area,
volume and surface area
• Single benchmark
covering all functions

• “a” standard algorithm
• two- and threedimensional figures
• Line plot
• “line of fit”
• “apply formulas” for area,
volume and surface area
• Several benchmark specific
to each type of function
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Benchmark Examples
 Written as example questions that could be
used as tasks within the classroom or ways to
solve a problem that could be used to
understand intention of benchmark

Benchmark Clarifications
 Written to support instruction, including the
extent of which benchmark should be taught
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Examples
MA.6.AR.2.3

Write and solve one-step equations in one variable within a mathematical or
real-world context using multiplication and division, where all terms and
solutions are integers.

Benchmark Clarifications:
Clarification 1: Instruction includes using manipulatives, drawings, number lines and inverse operations.
𝑥
Clarification 2: Instruction includes equations in the forms = 𝑞, where 𝑝 ≠ 0, and 𝑝𝑥 = 𝑞.
𝑝

Clarification 3: Problems include equations where the variable may be on either side of the equal sign.

MA.7.DP.2.4

Use a simulation of a simple experiment to find experimental probabilities and
compare them to theoretical probabilities.
Example: Investigate whether a coin is fair by tossing it 1,000 times and comparing the
percentage of heads to the theoretical probability 0.5.

Benchmark Clarifications:
Clarification 1: Instruction includes representing probability as a fraction, percentage or decimal.
Clarification 2: Instruction includes recognizing that experimental probabilities may differ from
theoretical probabilities due to random variation. As the number of repetitions increases experimental
probabilities will typically better approximate the theoretical probabilities.
Clarification 3: Experiments include tossing a fair coin, rolling a fair die, picking a card randomly from a
deck, picking marbles randomly from a bag and spinning a fair spinner.
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Express numbers in scientific notation to represent and approximate very large
MA.8.NSO.1.4 or very small quantities. Determine how many times larger or smaller one
number is compared to a second number.
Example: Roderick is comparing two numbers shown in scientific notation on his
calculator. The first number was displayed as 2.3147𝐸27 and the second
number was displayed as 3.5982𝐸 − 5. Roderick determines that the first
number is about 1032 times bigger than the second number.

MA.912.F.1.1

Given an equation or graph that defines a function, determine the function type.
Given an input-output table, determine a function type that could represent it.

Benchmark Clarifications:
Clarification 1: Within the Algebra 1 course, functions represented as tables are limited to linear, quadratic
and exponential.
Clarification 2: Within the Algebra 1 course, functions represented as equations or graphs are limited to
vertical or horizontal translations or reflections over the 𝑥-axis of the following parent functions:
𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑥, 𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑥 2 , 𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑥 3 , 𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑥, 𝑓 𝑥 =

MA.912.C.5.6

3

𝑥, 𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑥 , 𝑓 𝑥 = 2𝑥 and 𝑓 𝑥 =

1 𝑥
.
2

Find the average value of a function over a closed interval by using definite
integrals.
Example: The daytime temperature, in degrees Fahrenheit, in a certain city 𝑡 hours after
𝜋𝑡
8 AM can be modeled by the function 𝑇 = 54 + 15 𝑠𝑖𝑛
. What is the average
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temperature in this city during the time period from 8 AM to 8 PM?
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MA.912.NSO.1.4

Apply previous understanding of operations with rational numbers to add,
subtract, multiply and divide numerical radicals.
Algebra 1 Example: The expression

136
2

is equivalent to

136
2

which is equivalent to

68 which is equivalent to 2 17.
Benchmark Clarifications:
Clarification 1: Within the Algebra 1 course, expressions are limited to a single arithmetic operation
involving two square roots or two cube roots.

Identify and interpret parts of an equation or expression that represent a
MA.912.AR.1.1 quantity in terms of a mathematical or real-world context, including viewing
one or more of its parts as a single entity.
Algebra 1 Example: Derrick is using the formula 𝑃 = 1000 1 + .1 𝑡 to make a
prediction about the camel population in Australia. He identifies the
growth factor as 1 + .1 , or 1.1, and states that the camel population
will grow at an annual rate of 10% per year.
𝑡

1
12

12𝑡

Example: The expression 1.15 can be rewritten as 1.15
which is approximately
12𝑡
equivalent to 1.012 . This latter expression reveals the approximate
equivalent monthly interest rate of 1.2% if the annual rate is 15%.
Benchmark Clarifications:
Clarification 1: Parts of an expression include factors, terms, constants, coefficients and variables.
Clarification 2: Within the Mathematics for Data and Financial Literacy course, problem types focus on
money and business.
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Prove relationships and theorems about lines and angles. Solve mathematical
MA.912.GR.1.1 and real-world problems involving postulates, relationships and theorems of
lines and angles.
Benchmark Clarifications:
Clarification 1: Postulates, relationships and theorems include vertical angles are congruent; when a
transversal crosses parallel lines, the consecutive angles are supplementary and alternate (interior and
exterior) angles and corresponding angles are congruent; points on a perpendicular bisector of a line
segment are exactly those equidistant from the segment’s endpoints.
Clarification 2: Instruction includes constructing two-column proofs, pictorial proofs, paragraph and
narrative proofs, flow chart proofs or informal proofs.
Clarification 3: Instruction focuses on helping a student choose a method they can use reliably.

MA.912.FL.3.6

Calculate the finance charges and total amount due on a bill using various
forms of credit using estimation, spreadsheets and other technology.
Example: Calculate the finance charge each month and the total amount paid for 5
months if you charged $500 on your credit card but you can only afford to pay
$100 each month. Your credit card has a monthly periodic finance rate of 1.5%
and an annual finance rate of 17.99%.

Benchmark Clarifications:
Clarification 1: Instruction includes how annual percentage rate (APR) and periodic rate are calculated per
month and the connection between the two percentages.
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Discussion
 How will understanding the intentional
language, benchmark clarifications and
examples help with successful implementation
of the B.E.S.T. Standards for Mathematics?
• To respond, please visit menti.com and use the
code 48 51 18 8 or use the provided QR code or
visit https://www.menti.com/r7n164uws5.
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Horizontal & Vertical Progressions
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Horizontal Progression
• Each grade level or course indicates the areas
of emphasis
• Intentional progression of content within the
strands and across the strands
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Horizontal Progression – Example
MA.912.AR.2 Write, solve and graph linear equations, function and inequalities in one and
two variables.
MA.912.AR.2.1
Given a realworld context,
write and solve
one-variable
multi-step linear
equations.
↔

MA.912.AR.2.2

MA.912.AR.2.2

MA.912.AR.2.4

Write a linear twoWrite a linear
Given a table,
variable equation
two-variable
equation or
to represent the
equation for a
written
relationship
line that is
description of a
between two
parallel or
linear function,
quantities from a ↔ perpendicular to ↔ graph that
graph, a written
a given line and
function, and
description or a
goes through a
determine and
table of values
given point.
interpret its key
within a
features.
mathematical or
real-world
context.

MA.912.AR.2.5
Solve and graph
mathematical
and real-world
problems that
are modeled
→ with linear
functions.
Interpret key
features and
determine
constraints in
terms of the
context.
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Horizontal Progression – Example
MA.8.NSO.1.2

MA.8.AR.2.2

MA.8.AR.4.3

MA.8.GR.1.1

MA.8.DP.1.1

Plot, order and
Solve twoGiven a
Apply the
Given a set of
compare
step linear
mathematical
Pythagorean
real-world
rational and
inequalities in
or real-world
Theorem to
bivariate
irrational
one variable
context, solve
solve
numerical
numbers,
and represent
systems of two
mathematical
data, construct
represented in ↔ solutions
↔ linear
↔ and real-world ↔ a scatter plot
various forms.
algebraically
equations by
problems
or a line graph
and
graphing.
involving
as appropriate
graphically.
unknown side
for the
lengths in right
context.
triangles.
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Discussion
 In thinking about the prior example, what is
one similarity within the benchmarks?
• To respond, please visit menti.com and use the
code 97 21 37 8 or use the provided QR code or
visit https://www.menti.com/wsbg6jkodu.
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Vertical Progression
• Intentional progression of content from one
year to the next or across multiple grade levels
• Progression within the same strand and across
strands

• Intentional progression of content among the
strands from one grade level to the next
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Vertical Progression – Example
MA.K.GR.1

MA.2.GR.1

MA.3.GR.1

MA.4.GR.1

Identify, compare
Identify and
Identify and
and compose
analyze two- and
analyze twotwo- and three→ three→ dimensional
dimensional
dimensional
figures and
figures.
figures based on
identify lines
their defining
of symmetry.
attributes.

Describe and
identify
→ relationships
between lines
and classify
quadrilaterals.

Draw, classify
and measure
→ angles.

MA.5.GR.1

MA.1.GR.1

MA.6.GR.1

MA.7.GR.1

MA.8.GR.1

Classify twoApply previous
Solve problems
Develop an
dimensional
understanding
involving twounderstanding of
figures and threeof the
dimensional
the Pythagorean
→ coordinate
→ figures,
→ Theorem and
dimensional
figures based on
plane to solve
including
angle
defining
problems.
circles.
relationships
attributes.
involving
triangles.

MA.912.GR.1
Prove and
apply
geometric
→ theorems to
solve
problems.
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Vertical Progression – Example
MA.K.NSO.3

MA.1.NSO.2

MA.2.NSO.2

MA.3.NSO.2

MA.4.NSO.2

Develop an
Develop an
Add and subtract
Add and
Build an
understanding of
understanding of
multi-digit whole
subtract twounderstanding
addition and
addition and
numbers.
Build
→ subtraction
→ and three→ an understanding → of operations
subtraction
digit whole
with multi-digit
operations with
operations with
of multiplication
numbers.
numbers
one-digit whole
one- and twoand division
including
numbers.
digit numbers.
operations.

decimals.
MA.5.NSO.2

MA.6.NSO.2

MA.7.NSO.2

Add, subtract,
Add, subtract,
Add, subtract,
multiply and
multiply and
multiply and
divide multi→ divide
→ divide
→
digit numbers.
positive
rational
rational
numbers.
numbers.

MA.8.AR.1

MA.912.AR.1

Solve problems
Generate equivalent
involving rational
expressions and
numbers, including
perform operations
numbers in
→ with expressions
scientific notation,
involving exponents,
and extend the
radicals or
understanding of
logarithms.
rational numbers to
irrational numbers.
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Discussion
 In thinking about vertical progression, why
might it be important to understand the
intentional placement of standards from
Kindergarten to grade 12?
• To respond, please type into the chat box.
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Vertical Progression – Example
MA.4.NSO.1.2

MA.5.GR.3.3

MA.6.NSO.3.4

MA.8.AR.2.3

MA.912.NSO.1.1

Solve real-world
Extend previous
Read and write
Express
Given an
problems
understanding of
multi-digit
composite
equation in
involving the
the Laws of
whole numbers
whole numbers
the form of
volume of right
Exponents to
from 0 to
as a product of
𝑥 2 = 𝑝 and
rectangular
include rational
3
1,000,000
prime
factors
𝑥
=
𝑞,
prisms, including
exponents. Apply
using standard
with
natural
where
𝑝
is
a
problems with an
the Laws of
form, expanded
number
whole
unknown edge
Exponents to
→
→
→
→
form and word
exponents.
number and 𝑞
length, with
evaluate numerical
whole-number
expressions and
form.
is an integer,
edge lengths using
generate equivalent
determine the
a visual model or a
numerical
real
formula. Write an
expressions
solutions.
equation with a
variable for the
unknown to
represent the
problem.

involving rational
exponents.
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Discussion
 What is at least one other benchmark you
would include in this vertical progression?
• To respond, please visit menti.com and use the code
69 48 39 1 or use the provided QR code or visit
https://www.menti.com/dy71rys93q.
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Progressions from Secondary to Post-Secondary
 Florida Student Success Center established
workgroups to identify current challenges in
mathematics pathways and develop policy and
practice recommendations to improve student
achievement across Florida's education
systems.
 Within 9-12 benchmarks were developed to
support the work of the Mathematics ReDesign project
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https://www.floridacollegesystemfoundation.org/fssc-math-redesign

Progressions from Secondary to Post-Secondary
 Three pathways at post-secondary level
• College Algebra
o Creating connections of equations and functions to real-

world context and modeling

• College Statistics
o Strengthening basic algebraic skills as related to data

analysis; developing understanding of probability theory;
analyzing and interpreting statistical graphs and tables

• College Liberal Arts
o Creating connections within various strands including

algebraic reasoning, geometric reasoning, data analysis &
probability and logic and set theory
28

Reflection
 In thinking about the three pathway
courses, find at least 3 benchmarks that
support one of these courses. To
respond, please type into the chat box.
• College Algebra
• College Statistics
• College Liberal Arts
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Florida’s B.E.S.T. Standards for 6-12
Mathematics: Appendices
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Appendices
A.
B.
C.
D.

Situations Involving Operations
Fluency and Automaticity Chart
K-12 Glossary
Properties of Operations, Equality and
Inequality
E. K-12 Formulas
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Discussion
 Which appendix do you think will be most
useful for 6-12 instruction for all students?
• To respond, please visit menti.com and use the
code 69 83 02 2 or use the provided QR code or
visit https://www.menti.com/r5h13i9mw5.
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Appendix A: Situations Involving Addition
& Subtraction

Appendix A: Situations Involving
Multiplication & Division

Appendix B: Fluency and Automaticity
Chart

Appendix C: K-12 Glossary

Appendix D: Properties of Operations,
Equality and Inequality

Appendix E: K-12 Formulas
 Area of two-dimensional figures
 Surface area and volume for threedimensional figures
 Laws of Exponents

Appendix E: K-12 Formulas

Questions?
 Ashley Harvey, Elementary Mathematics Specialist
• Email: Ashley.Harvey@fldoe.org

 Courtney Starling, Secondary Mathematics Specialist
• Email: Courtney.Starling@fldoe.org

Feedback
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.as
px?id=exC_Y2_Lc0GMHBQGu1y3lFKru1D3GilBrNJ
2tJoNhchUNFdaNzFNT01GWVlNOTRIR004MFQ2Q
0g1TC4u
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SOCIALIZE
WITH US
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